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r: ohn Dowling's arm in Creat-
: ing Mind is to summarise

i , t neuroscience and explain
how processes in the brain
might give r ise to mind. Ir  is a
pretty tough assignment. The
quantity of research in neuro-
science is enormous, ranging
from biochemical minutiae of
the operation of nerve cells and
the embryonic development of
brains, to the study of visual illu-
sions in brain-damaged patients
and questions about the physical
basis of consciousness. As it
turns out, Dowling has done a
finejob covering all this and
more.

Creating Mind does not
assume any prior knowledge of
neuroscience. Each chapter
begins with a real-life vignette to
illustrate the issues. It introduces
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in the cortex of our
brains. For example,
damage to one partic-
ular area of the cortex
can result in a patient
being unable to see
colour, even though
his ability to see
brightness and shape
is undiminished. As

the wiring of the brain is so
important to its function, Dowl-
ing devotes a chapter to mecha-
nisms of brain development.

The final three chapters deal
with more psychological matters

In myview, it'saquestion of wiring
the cells that make up the brain,
outlining what is meant by elec-
trical charge, before dealing with
the way in which signals are
transmitted within and between
nerve cells.

Dowling then explains how
drugs act by influencing the bio-
chemistry of these processes.
Having seen the basic operation
of nerve cells in the brain. we
explore how the pattern of
wiring between cells affects the
way the brain responds to sig-
nals from the outside world. It is
too much to hoDe that we will be

able to understand
how we reason or
read or love in these
terms, but he shows
how neuroscientists
have made consider-
able progress in
uncovering basic cel-
lular mechanisms of
vision and learning,
often taking advantage of the
simple nervous systems of inver-
tebrate animals to do so.

In mammals, the same basic
mechanisms operate, but these
feed into more soecialised areas
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- language and memory, emo-
tion and consciousness - but
still from a strictly neuroscient-
ific perspective. We learn about
the areas of the brain involved
in language. what happens
when they are damaged, how
memories so vivid they are hard
to distinguish from reality can
be elicited by electrical stimula-
tion of the brain, how changes in
the way signals pass between
brain cells may underlie memo-
ry, and the relationship between
the control of our bodies' inter-
nal states and our emotions.

Any overview of such a
broad area as neuroscience
faces the danger of being shal-
low, but Creating Mind cert-
ainly is not. I found much in it
to interest me. Some chapters
introduced me to areas I knew
little about, while others on
familiar areas contained unex-
pected surprises. The only areas
I found weak were my own spe-
cialities - perhaps any specialist
would find the same. But the
book is not intended for special-
ists, it is intended for the layper-
son. It makes a fine introduction
to courses on neuroscience or
physiological psychology. The
experimental details could be
filled in later.

Robert Kentridge is lecturer in
psychology, University of Durham.
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How conscious
are your qualia?
ySonsciousness used to be a
fl .taboo subject among scien-
t., -{ tists. Now every man and
his dog seems to have a theory
of consciousness, and to be will-
ing to put that theory in print. In
this brief and speculative vol-
ume, Alexander Cairns-Smith
prcscnls a vari i lnl  0f lhe " i t  rnrrst
l x '  so t t t t ' l l t i nu  l r t  rk r  w i t l t  r t t r : r r r .

rather astonishing claims: thal
monamine neurotransmitters rr,
associated with qualia produc-
tion and that there may be onc
neuropeptide for each possiblc
sensation. It is at this point thirr
one counter-intuitive and incon
plete scienti f ic theury (;uantrrrr r
lhcory) is wlret ' l t ' t l  in lo "t 'x1l l :rr l
l l r , . , " ' , " ' t . " -  ; r r , . ' . r i . . . .  "  l  : 'tn n2in


